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Three River Clean-up Efforts Spawn Success Stories

R
esidents and employees at Indian Village Mobile

Home Community completed a major cleanup

of their river banks initiated in 2007.  After the

GREAT board was alerted by paddlers to piles of

unsightly trash along the Grand River at this location,

president Jim Seitz contacted village manger Terri

VanAlstine about allowing GREAT volunteers to work

the area during the 2007 cleanup.  Not only did Terri

agree to allow GREAT to begin a cleanup, she recruited

park residents and employees to begin removing years

of accumulated trash from the river banks.

A full dumpster of trash and debris was collected

last year, but much remained.  As the 2008 river cleanup

was being organized for downtown Jackson, Terri put

her employees back to work dragging forty-two

discarded tires and other large pieces of trash up the

steep bank for proper disposal.  Once the banks were

cleared of all trash, Terri directed maintenance workers

cut trails through the tall grass so park residents could

more easily access and enjoy this beautiful stretch of the

Grand River.

Jim Seitz commends all the employees and residents

of Indian Village for their generous community effort.

Said Jim, “Terri was relatively new in her position as

manager when GREAT first contacted her about the trash

along the river.  She was not aware that people had been

dumping over the bank for years, maybe decades and it

was an accepted practice.”  When GREAT volunteers

returned this year to help continue the cleanup, they

inspected the banks that had been cleaned in 2007 and

found no new trash.  Obviously Terri has made it clear

that the river bank is no longer a local dump site, and

park residents have agreed.

Leoni Township’s Indian Village Turns

Local Dump Site Into River Access Site

T
he rain started earlier and fell in heavier amounts

than was forecast, but by 9:00 on Saturday

morning, September 13, many of the eventual

eighty-five volunteers had arrived at the Consumers

Energy Parking Structure to take part in the 2008 Grand

River Cleanup.   The river was still only knee-deep at

the High Street Bridge in Jackson, and so the decision

was made to go ahead with the cleanup, but by the time

river walkers and floaters had exited the river in

Downtown Jackson all had witnessed the dramatic effect

of sudden “urban runoff” onthe river.

Continued on page 2

Downtown River Cleanup Productive

and Safe Despite Deluge of Rain

Junior ROTC members and their commander,

Colonel Lapham, clean river debris from canoes.
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More than half of the downtown cleanup crew consisted

of Junior ROTC students in full uniform from the Jackson

Area Career Center.  Their enthusiasm, discipline, and work

ethic was an inspiration to adults who partnered with them

on the river.  Because the river had become opaque from

runoff, the ROTC volunteers(both male and female)used

their feet to locate large pieces of trash on the river bottom.

When a piece was detected, several of the “troop lifted it

into one of the canoes being used as garbage scows.

When the workers with  full canoes reached the

take-out destination in downtown Jackson, the river

had risen by several feet.  The ROTC troops quickly

organized a fire brigade to hand trash up the bank

where it would eventually be picked up by City of

Jackson workers.  Despite the volume of debris, it

took less than ten minutes for these industrious youth

to have canoes and trash far above the river.  By this

time they were soaked, tired, cold and hungry.  Lunch

and hot drinks were provided by downtown food

merchants; Jackson Coffee Company, Lenny’s Sub

Shop, Mat’s Café and Catering, and Virginia Coney

Island.

Downtown Clean-up, Continued from page 1

Safety is a huge concern for the Board of Directors of

GREAT as we plan public paddle outings and strive to get

as many people as we can on the water and out to see our

wonderful watershed.  We are always working to make

these outings as informative and fun as possible, while

keeping safety at the forefront and as such we are

continuously working to update our own skills.

On a sunny Sunday in September, five intrepid GREAT

board members met with American Canoe Association

certified paddling instructor and former GREAT

Rivermaster Todd Zeller at Lime Lake for hands on rescue

work.  Canoes and kayaks were tipped over and paddlers

were unceremoniously dumped into the lake in order to

practice the fundamental techniques of self-rescue and

rescuing others.

Rescue skills are something one hopes never to

need, yet it is imperative to have the ability to save

someone if necessary.  In order to avoid rescue

situations GREAT recommends staying close to shore,

dressing for the water temperature and avoiding

paddling conditions that are beyond one’s skill level.

The participants came away from the outing with

deeper insights into the necessity for personal floatation

devices at all times, the need to stay within one’s skill

level when participating in paddle sports and the

obligation to practice these rescue skills in an ongoing

basis.

GREAT Board Members Learn Self-Rescue Techniques

Todd Zeller

explains  a self-

rescue tecnnique to

Rick Berry at Lime

Lake safety training

session.

Story and photo

by Kathy

Kulchinski



The sun was brilliant, the breeze was cool and 47

paddlers witnessed the height of the 2008 fall colors

from their boats as they traveled west to east on one of

Jackson County’s most popular waterways.  Starting in

heavily developed Michigan Center Lake, the

enthusiastic participants soon found themselves in more

natural surroundings where native grasses and trees lined

the shores rather than human dwellings.  Along the way

geese, swans, and several species of ducks kept

cautious eyes on the flotilla of thirty or more boats.

Residents of the various lakes also were curious about

all the small colorful watercraft passing through the

waterway, and many came outdoors to wave and inquire

about our group.

The entire trip took between 2.5-3.5 hours depending

on the strength, skill, and intentional haste of various

paddlers.  Those who were eager to complete the trip

took less time, while those who preferred to enjoy the

surroundings took longer to reach the destination of

Little Wolf Lake.  Indeed some of the less experienced

paddlers who decided the gusty wind conditions were

too daunting turned back before leaving Michigan Center

Lake.  However all were treated to a delicious picnic

provided by volunteers from the Dahlem Nature Center,

cosponsors of the October outing.

Michigan Center Chain of Lakes

Outing Ends GREAT Paddle

Season in a Blaze of Color

Kayakers prepare to leave the launch area for Michi-

gan Center Chain of Lakes outing.
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By Rick Berry (Rick Berry is GREAT’s representative

to the UGRIP council)

The second annual GREAT Portage River Clean-up

   was scheduled to coincide with the Haenhle

Sanctuary Work-Bee and was a cooperative endeavor

with the Elks. Saturday, September 26th a crew left from

the shores near Wooster Bridge and cleaned a two-mile

section of the Portage River beginning east of Wooster

Road along the Haenhle Sanctuary and finishing beyond

the railroad bridge west of Hawkins Road.

The high water level and sediment from the draining

farm fields, due to the massive rain storm the prior week,

probably kept some “treasures” hidden, to be discovered

another day. The crew however, did a great job of finding

and collecting trash from the river. A special thanks to

the three Bobs of Elks Lodge #113 - Bob Arnold, Bob

Arnold Jr., and Bob Vorce.

After completing the river cleanup, the  crew cleared

away a large amount of debris from land around the

Hawkins Bridge. The Upper Grand River

Implementation Project (theugrip.org) arranged for a

large dumpster and the disposal of the 21 tires pulled

from the clean-up section of the Portage River Drain.

GREAT Partners With Elks and

Haenhle Volunteers For Portage

River Cleanup

GREAT Board member Kenny Price hauls a tire

from the Portage River.
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Historic and Contemporary Fisheries

of the Grand River      by Ken Dodge

Original Fish Communities
Little information is available concerning the diversity

of fish populations in the Grand River watershed prior

to European settlement.  However, excavation at

archaeological sites and reports from early settlers

suggest that lake sturgeon was the most important fish

species to residents of the lower Grand River valley.

Harvesting of lake sturgeon was a major reason for

choosing a

habitation site

by Native

A m e r i c a n s

during the

M i d d l e

W o o d l a n d

period.  Large

numbers of

lake sturgeon

migrated up the

Grand River

and other Lake

Michigan tributary streams to spawn in shallow water

areas of rapids where they were easily speared and netted

from shore or canoe.  The first dam on the river in the

Grand Rapids vicinity was built in 1849.  This dam

created an obstacle to the upstream passage of lake

sturgeon and other fishes during spawning runs.  The

dam also concentrated the spawning fish and made

spearing and netting more productive.  This barrier to

the spawning run, combined with the extensive harvest

of spawning adults is the probable cause of the eventual

decline of the lake sturgeon population in the Grand River

basin.  A residual population of lake sturgeon is still

present in the mouth and downstream end of the lower

river segment (Maple River confluence to Lamont) of

the Grand River.

Factors Affecting Fish Communities
Human settlement of the watershed significantly

altered the character of the river and the aquatic habitats

available to fish.  Modifying factors such as sedimentation

from development and agricultural practices, dam

construction, species introductions, and discharges from

both point and nonpoint sources lessened the biological

productivity of the watershed.  References to pollution

from industrial and municipal discharges were made

beginning in the early twentieth century.  By the late

1950s to early 1960s, it was apparent from letters in

Fish Division files that carp and suckers (species tolerant

of low dissolved oxygen concentrations) were by far the

dominant fish

s p e c i e s

present.  By

1970, the

Grand River

was suffering

from extensive

p o l l u t i o n

problems and

relatively few

people were

interested in

preserving the

river’s recreational values.  In the early to mid-twentieth

century, the river was thought of simply as something to

use for power generation, flood control, and waste

disposal.  Discharge of municipal and industrial wastes

was considered to be the problem of the next town

downstream (out of sight, out of mind).

In 1970 and 1978 comprehensive studies of fish

population in the Grand River mainstream were

conducted by the MDNR using netting, electrofishing,

and rotenone (a natural coumpound toxic to fish) survey

methods.  In the 1970 survey, the section of the

mainstream in the Jackson area was described as having

relatively poor fish habitat with pool areas dominant and

few riffle areas that are important for the production of

aquatic invertebrates and for fish spawning and nursery

habitat.  The main gamefish species taken were bluegills,

rock bass, and northern pike along with lesser numbers

of smallmouth bass, pumpkinseed sunfish, yellow perch,

and black crappie.  Nongame fish species including carp,

bullheads, and white suckers dominated the fish

collections.  Within the Jackson city limits, one station

Lake Sturgeon (National Geographic Society Photo)



present throughout the entire watershed while others

have only patchy, fragmented distribution.  The lake

sturgeon, cisco, and river redhorse are currently listed

as State-threatened.  In the headwaters segment

(headwater lakes to Perry Creek confluence) the stream

channel was characterized as low gradient with moderate

sedimentation.  Fish collections taken at two headwater

locations included twenty five fish species.  Several

intolerant species including redhorse (suckers) and

darters (small members of the perch family) were present.

The Portage River is the largest tributary to the Grand in

the headwaters segment.  This river was channelized

through wetlands and is overly wide with only pool habitat

and deep accumulations of silt.  During the 1996 MDNR

survey 18 fish species were collected with bluegills and

pumpkinseed sunfish being the most abundant gamefish

species.

In the upper Grand River segment  much of the

mainstream is low gradient with a wide wooded

floodplain.  Large woody material, overhanging

vegetation, and deep runs provide fish habitat.  Thirty

seven fish species were reported during the 2004 MDNR

electrofishing surveys.  The fish collections in the upper

Grand River segment were dominated by bass and

sunfish species, minnow species, and suckers.  Northern

pike, walleye, and channel catfish also were present at

most of the seven survey stations in this river segment.

Sandstone Creek and Spring Brook are the largest

tributaries in the upper Grand river segment.  Sandstone

Creek was surveyed by  MDEQ, Water Bureau

personnel in 1996.  Twenty four fish species were noted

and minnow species including carp comprised most of

the catch.  Spring Brook was surveyed in 1984 and

2001.  The headwater portion of Spring Brook has been

dredged resulting in limited gamefish habitat.  Fish

species in the headwater portion are limited to brook

stickleback, central mudminnow, and johnny darters.

Gradient increases in the downstream portion of Spring

Brook and bottom type contains more rock and gravel.

The fish community reflects this improved habitat and

smallmouth bass, rock bass, and northern pike are

present.

Source:  MDNR Fisheries Division Special Report,

Grand River Assessment (in publication), authors:

Fisheries Biologists Scott Hanshue, Amy Hilt (ret.)

had no gamefish and the other station had only two.  Both

Jackson stations had many carp.  In the 1978 rotenone

survey,  carp, white suckers and redhorse suckers were

the dominate species collected in the Jackson area. In

the upper river segment (Perry Creek confluence to Red

Cedar River confluence) the river was described as

having a varied bottom type from rocky riffles with

scattered boulders downstream from Eaton Rapids to

primarily silt with some sand and gravel in the Lansing

area.  Gamefish species were more abundant in this area

than in the Jackson area, but carp and suckers remained

the dominant fish species in the collections.  Bluegills,

pumpkinseed sunfish, and black crappies were the most

abundant gamefish present.  Additional gamefish species

taken during the 1978 rotenone survey included northern

pike, channel catfish (none found in the 1970 survey),

smallmouth and largemouth bass, warmouth sunfish,

green sunfish, longear sunfish, rock bass, and yellow

perch.

Present Fish Communities
One hundred eight fish species representing twenty

three taxonomic families are currently present in the Grand

River watershed.  Thirteen of these fish species were

introduced by human activities.  Many fish species are

Ken Johns, holds mount of this 29 in. Northern

Pike caught in  the Grand River near Weatherby

Rd. 1985.
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Editor’s Note: The following article appeared in the

Great Lakes Paddlers August Newsletter.  Its author,

Sandie Schultze wrote it following her experience

at the GREAT August “Peddle and Paddle” outing

on the Falling Waters Trail and Lime Lake County

Park.

When I read the description on the day at

Lime Lake that GREAT was offering up, I

couldn’t wait to visit the area.  According to Mapquest,

it’s only 37 miles from where I live and seemed to offer

a lot.

My son-in-law and grandchildren, Maggie, 9 years

old and Mike, 7 years old were available and joined

me.  I hauled both my boats.  We had to take two vehicles

since I could only haul two bikes . . .and we were taking

four.  My grandson Mike occupied the shotgun seat and

conveyed to me the directions from the navigator on my

phone.

The rails to trails section is close enough to the Lime

Lake parking lot that we just rode our bikes to the trail.

Awesome, nothing like new pavement! Just dreamy.  We

returned to Lime Lake after the bike ride and when we

heard we were doing the canoe tours before the

announced picnic, my son-in-law had to take the kids

and find a McDonald’s.

When they returned, we were the very last canoes

to leave for the tours.  I kept my eye on the canoe that

was transporting our naturalist for the day, Professor

Joe Jaworski from Spring Arbor University.  So when

we got on the water, we made a beeline in his last-seen

direction.

When we rounded the point of land, we saw people

milling about and boats on the shore.  Apparently Prof.

Jaworski had gone up to Peppermint Spring.  We

weren’t sure which direction to go, but eventually figured

out…if you want to go to the source of the spring…you

need to walk UPSTREAM!!

We slogged upstream, the kids complaining a bit

about the coldness of the water, but I think they really

were enjoying it.  Stepping into the sandy slush, losing

shoes, getting dirty—it doesn’t get much better than this!

Our excitement was palpable when we rounded the

final bend and saw Prof. Jaworski with a group of

paddlers.   He was telling them about the spring, the

Washtenaw County Paddler Says She Loves Lime Lake

peppermint and watercress growing right where the

spring was rising.

My family and I stayed for a long time, listening and

learning from Prof. Jaworski as groups of new people

made their way up the creek.  Imagine how thrilled my

grandchildren were being told by and EXPERT that they

could cup their hands and drink the water they were

standing in.  Well…it was exciting for me also!  And

yes, it was delicious spring water.  We tasted the

peppermint and watercress growing right where the

spring was rising.  What a unique treat!

When Prof. Jaworski was ready to leave, we

followed him closely.  He pointed out over 30 plant

species on our way back to Lime Lake (there are 130

plant species in the area).

When we got in our boats to paddle back to the

picnic area, the wind had picked up, so it was a bit of

work for me in a solo boat.  We arrived at the picnic

spot to hot dogs, salads, chips and deliciously cold and

welcomed water.

What a wonder “secret” place.  Lime Lake is a

county park with a playground, boat put-in and beach.

My family and I will return (my daughter couldn’t join

us that day) and we will be sure to take many empty

bottles to capture our own spring water.

Read about Lime Lake at fallingwatertrail.org/

learnmore.htm

--Sandie Schulze
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Spring Arbor University Professor Joe Jaworski

explains the difference between staghorn sumac

and poison sumac.



The death of 32 year old Charles Orgovan while he

was running a low-head dam in Flint, MI, has stirred

discussion among kayakers around the state.  Orgovan,

an experienced kayaker whose boat was equipped with

extra floatation devices and spray skirt, was nonetheless

flipped out of his kayak as he ran the dam during near

flood stage after heavy rains on September 18, 2008.

Because of the extreme hydraulics associated with such

a volume of water (1870 cubic feet per second, as

compared with the normal flow of 110 cfs according to

USGS data) Orgovan was caught in the standing wave

just below the dam and was essentially tumbled like

laundry in a front loading washer.

Though fast-water kayakers acknowledge the

danger of “low-head” dams during flood or near-flood

conditions, some compare the lure of such man-made

structures to surfers looking for the giant waves.  Other

expert kayakers call such structures “drowning machines”

and will have nothing to do with them, especially alone

as Orgovan was reported to be.  Related  article

follows.

Rare Kayaker Death On Shiawassee

Ignites Debate Over “Dam Runners”

Not two weeks after the unfortunate death of a

kayaker who was attempting to shoot a low-head

dam in Flint, the Flint Journal has reported efforts by the

local watershed council to replace another aging dam

with an artificial whitewater park.  The Michigan

Department of Environmental Quality has ordered the

Hamilton Dam in Flint repaired or removed as it is

considered among the five most dangerous dams in the

state in terms of their likelihood to fail.  Since a

considerable amount of money must be allocated to

replace the old dam structure anyway, the local

watershed group says, why not replace it with a structure

that will provide safe recreation and allow wild fish

species now blocked by the dam to migrate further

upstream?  A similar project is already underway in the

City of Chesaning, MI, at an estimated coast of 1.3-1.6

million dollars, considerably less than the cost of a

traditional concrete dam.

Flint Watershed Group Considers

Artificial Whitewater Park

Particularly in large cities where the accumulation of

one-use plastic water bottles is apparent, concerned

citizens are once again quenching their thirst with tap

water.  But as technology improves, public water utilities

are finding more types of contaminants in their water

systems than they ever realized were present.  Surface

waters such as reservoirs, lakes and rivers are showing

increased levels of mercury and lead from the air.

Pharmaceuticals taken by humans are finding their way

into drinking water even though the water is treated by

filtration and sedimentation.  Even the disinfectants used

to sanitize water, such as chloramine—a combination of

chlorine and ammonia—have citizens groups in

California, New York and Vermont protesting.  Caught

between the concerns of polluting with plastic and

possibly endangering themselves with unseen

contaminents in drinking water many are turning to in-

home water purifications systems.  Sales of Proctor and

Gambles PUR filters are at an all time high, an indication

of tap water’s popularity.  Consumers spent $16.8 billion

in 2007, up 12% from the year before, but growth has

slowed in the last three years.

Trend is Back to Tapwater Away

From One-use Plastic Bottles
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Citing funding rising costs and funding reductions over

the past six years, Michigan Department of

Environmental Quality Director Steven Chester recently

announced curtailment of most on-sight inspections of

surface water pollution and wetland development.  The

DEQ will now rely on the honesty and integrity of

companies who wish to dump small amounts of pollutants

into lakes and streams.  Similarly wetland development

permits for construction or alteration will be issued based

upon photographs provided by the developer.

According to Chester, “We just don’t have the kind

of funding we need to adequately implement the laws

we’re required to implement.”  We’ve always done a

site visit for wetlands permits.  We will no longer be

doing that—we’ll be doing a desk review.”  The DEQ’s

retreat on environmental protection programs is one of

many symptoms of thte state’s prolonged fiscal crises.

Michigan DNR Announces

Reductions in Surface Water and

Wetlands Protection Measures



You may now pay for your GREAT mem-

bership through PayPal.

Go to the great-mi.org website and click on

the Membership button.  Select the desired

membership level or make a donation and

have it charged to your bank account or to

a major credit card.

Joining GREAT Has

Become Easier
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According to a 2007 survey by Javelin Strategy and

Research, if all U.S. households viewed and paid

their bills on line, it would save 16.5 million trees, reduce

fuel consumption by 2.6 million BTU’s (enough energy

to power the entire city of San Francisco for a year),

reduce toxic air pollutants by 3.9 billion pounds (the

equivalent of taking 355,000 cars off the road) and

reducing toxic wastewater by 13 billion gallons.  And it

would do all that each year.

The Benefits of Paperless

Bill Paying

GREAT Sells Summit Township

Land Parcel

Michael and Beth Vanderwalker look out on Mill Creek

from their newly-acquired parcel of land.

By Jim Seitz

In 1996, GREAT received two donated parcels of land,

16 acres in Blackman Township and a very small parcel

of approximately one third of acre in Summit Township.

The land was donated by Joanne Fox, who’s father Dr.

Chabut operated a medical clinic in Vandercook Lake

near the land. The land is located downstream from the

Hinckly Road bridge, across the old mill run from the

present Townsend Medical Center.

Because the parcel is landlocked with no right of

way easement, no opportunity existed for GREAT to

use or impact the land. Therefore GREAT solicited the

only neighbors with adjacent land. An agreement was

reached to sell the land for a modest price to Michael

and Beth Vanderwalker, whose property surrounds

GREAT’s land on two sides.

The Vanderwalkers are very excited as this addition

will give them a better-contained lot with more water

frontage on the mill run. They will not develop the land in

any way, but plan to the clear the prevalent invasive

underbrush, keeping the trees as they have done with

their adjoining original lot to enjoy its natural state.

No doubt this is a “win-win” for both GREAT and

the Vanderwalkers!

The GREAT Newsletter editor is Bryon Ennis.

bryon_ennis@sbcglobal.net


